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Student Senate Agenda
Date: April 5, 2017
Time and Location: 6:00pm Student Senate Chamber; The U
I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.

Call to Order
a. 6:03 pm
Pledge of Allegiance
Roll Call
Consent Agenda
a. Approval of agenda
b. Motion: Floerke, Second: Kallis
i. PASSED- unanimous
Guest Speakers
a. Pride Center Panel
i. Panel: Hi my name is Katie Daniels and I am one of the execs for the
Rainbow Unity and I use she/her pronouns, we want to go over some rules for
this to be as a safe environment, we will remain innocent and we want to keep
this a learning environment, we reserve the right to pass on a question, we
agree to disagree, if there is something that we disagree on then that’s okay,
we ask you to take our stories not our faces, respect us enough to do that
please and we speak for ourselves not our community.
ii. Roberts: I have never heard aromantic, could you elaborate on this identity?
a. Q: I identify in the aromantic community, I identify as a
demiromantic so I don’t become sexually attracted to someone so
essentially I don’t develop crushes easily.
b. Rosa: You guys have prom coming up? Could you explain the
difference between being romantically and sexually attracted to
someone?
i. Panel: Romantic is who you want to date and sexually
attracted is who you want to sleep with.
ii. Panel: I agree with this the main difference is who I am
typically attracted to or the kind of person I would want to
be with as a life partner, a lot of my time I’ve identified as
gay and have been attracted to male or masculine folk or
nonbinary and do not present in any way, I’m trying to
draw the distinction between cis, trans people as well if you
can see where I’m going.
c. Arney: Senator Kallis was talking to us telling us that high
school students in La Crosse come to the pride center?
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i. Specifically just high schoolers? I noticed that the most
recent transform meeting and we had a student from
western tech and I think that’s because we are known as a
really great pride center and that people have come because
we are welcoming and leave a good impact and educational
experience.
ii. Arney: Is this the only PC in the community?
iii. We also have people come from western
tech to come because they were looking for support, for context I
grew up in La Crosse, when I was in high school we were allowed
to have a and I know a lot of high schoolers come because it’s a
safe space that is safer than
d. Bhatoya: What are the most common misconceptions that you
wish people would stop assuming?
i. Mason: Pronouns is something that really bothers me, I
haven’t started a hormonal transition and so people assume
that I am a girl so if people asked that would be great.
ii.Trevor: As a nonbinary person, if I came in last week I
had a beard and facial hair, I appreciate the masculine
qualities I have and I appreciate the feminine side so I don’t
identify as a man or woman so people will use he/him
pronouns with me and that is not correct. If someone says
they are a part of the LGBTQ+ community that doesn’t
mean that someone is gay or a lesbian.
iii. Katie- as a bisexual, we face a lot of oversexualizationpeople assume that I am untrustworthy or that I will cheat
on my partner because I’m attracted to both, LGBT people
are often killed off in media, the ratio is atrocious 10% of
all media deaths are LGBT women.
e. Rosa: Could you explain when it’s appropriate to use the term
queer?
i. Mason: Only if you identify that you are queer, it is a
reclaimed slur and the point of reclaiming a slur is
something that was used against you.
f. Roberts: This is for Mason specifically, are you fearful or
excited to start your formal transition and 2, have you had issues
with your medical insurance with the financial aspect?
i. Mason: I’m okay answering these questions but not every
trans person is, so the first part is, if I’m scared- I’m both,
everything, super excited and it’s a big thing to do in your
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life, like every major move it brings a lot of emotionswondering if this will bring more violence is scary. Overall
I’m excited, and your second question I haven’t gotten to
the financial part of it, right now I’m going to gender
therapy, there are a few vague costs so far but I’ve heard
w/o insurance it could be 70-100 a month
h. Rosa: Do you feel comfortable on campus in the cis white
straight spaces and is there anything senate can do to make you
more comfortable?
i. Q- I have been here for 4 years and someone called us the
f slur and there have been preachers on campus but that
was a couple of years ago, the last couple of years I have
felt much more safe. What you all can do is reach out more
to the pride center, just because we have a PC senator that
doesn’t mean she has to be the only one coming.
ii. Katie- Currently, in my gf’s dorm she is being harassed
by people in her cube and I don’t feel safe on campus.
There have been issues with professors but no currently I
don’t, most of the time it is individual instances.
iii. Trevor- I feel pretty safe on this campus, I’ve been out
for a number of years, I’ve helped create that space for
myself, not people who are just sympathetic but
empathetic, someone who understands, I think overall I
think it’s a challenge to feel comfortable on campus, there
was an instance where I went to the bathroom and someone
immediately stopped behind me and was looking at me and
I turned around and they were standing right there and were
just staring at me and then they said “Oh you had me really
confused”, so if this person was more confused what would
have happened? As senators, you can make sure to think
about how students will be impacted by that, seg. fees have
come up a lot and think about the individuals that will be
impacted the most, especially the diversity orgs and the
orgs that are impacted by those fees. When you talk about
policy and procedure make sure that you are voting in a
way that is doing the least harm with the greatest good
possible. All of you are representing LGBTQ+ students, we
exist everywhere on campus, so all of you are representing
those people. For me, it’s daily and based on
circumstances, for me it’s that I look straight and I appear
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feminine and female and don’t look gay and I am scared for
the people that I love and that I shouldn’t have to text my
friends that if they got home safe.
j. Kallis: What are some great ways to be an ally?
i. Katie: Using PGPs because then someone knows you are
a safe person to talk to and it’s easy enough to include in
you.
ii.Trevor- if someone comes out to you just say thank you
for sharing that with me, having those conversations of
what their identities mean to them and although people
might share labels, making sure people feel valued and
heard.
iii.Mason: For being a good ally understand that we are an
intersectional community- sticking up for people of color
and understanding that intersection and being able to fight
for causes. Trevor- I’m going to use that as a plug- using
Keyla’s words- heterosexual, cisgender, straight, LGBT is a
very intersectional, specifically people of color it’s hard for
me to speak on people of color, you’re either a person of
color or queer and that’s not something that happens on our
campus, it’s nationally, so one way you can be a good ally
and advocate is making sure that people feel honored and
watching what type of language used.
k. Rupert: I’m a RHAC representative and we are trying to – what
kind of harassment have been happening?
i. Katie: Right after she asked me out, she posted rose
petals on my bed- will you be my gf and she posted it on
Instagram and a girl who doesn’t follow her on Instagram
liked it and they all turned and looked at her and said
“that’s so homo” to her when she was in whitney. Her RA
has been good but just the other day the main person
looked her in the eye and said something to the other girl
and then yelled something at my gf but right now that’s it.
ii. Mason: Making PGP door decks so people can fill in
what they like
l. Garcia: Has there been any push towards, I was a part of a trans
task force, I’m the senior staff res. Life of eagle gray and we got
gender inclusive rooms in eagle, reuter, and 2 rooms in wentz, and
our plan for a new res. Hall would be gender inclusive, what is
stopping us is lack of budget/ money so there has been a lot of
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really good pushes so I’m hoping that continues. The reason Wentz
has these is because they are wheelchair accessible.
m. Giles: You mentioned that Western Tech was receiving push
back from their campus was that students or administration?
i. Trevor: It’s not a student push back it’s an institutional
problem, they don’t have a great group for advisors and the
group got bigger and now they have about 10-14 with one
person interested in being an advisor. Space is also an issue
and they can only meet at certain times throughout the
week. They’ve had issues getting a place established as a
safe space but more of an area of just a place to be and a
place to gather.
n. Rupert: I’ll just take this chance to ask what you would like to
change is res. Life?
i. Q- I would love to see the staff get more inclusive
training on all identities, I would also like to see more
gender inclusive rooms and a policy that has PGP door
decks- a door deck is a piece of paper that is different
characters or shapes and you can put one that is PGP and a
blank space to write your names.
ii. Mason: In the halls it’s always using bulletin boards on
LGBTQ+ issues and I think that’s great.
iii. Trevor: Just making sure that the RA’s feel comfortable
and confident addressing situations when you talk about
various scenarios (behind closed doors) making sure that
RAs working with other folks that feel comfortable. Q
mentioned a great thing with door decks and sometimes
people are inappropriate with the door decks and they’ll
write whatever they choose to because people using PGPS
is because that is how they identify and so making sure that
people know how to use that. In the traditional halls, I live
in a “girls” cube- use ya’ll in emails just stay away from
gendered terms, you don’t know if people are out or not.
Most of the gender inclusive housing is in the more
expensive halls so there are trans people that are going to
not be in inclusive halls. Also with programs, people
assume people are straight or cis painting nails and talking
about boys in the girl’s dorm. There’s that simple change in
terminology that changes that.
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o. Given: I would just like to thank all of you for speaking and
stepping up, since oppression is all systematic and
institutionalized, what would be your personal approaches as
individuals in stopping these systematic things?
i. Mason: I think everyone has different forms of activism,
it can range from a panel or to marching becuase there is an
assault on bathroom rights or it could be coming to RU- I
don’t think there’s one specific way but whatever feels
right.
ii. Q- getting into activism was really intimidating, I’m an
educator and I started calling people out in whitney and
talking to my friends and educating myself and my friends
and doing a lot of education work but starting small is fine.
iii. Trevor: Especially, from a personal standpoint that’s
hard but I think that it’s to educate themselves as much as
possible and discussing each identity but we have the
acronym and defining pieces of what each identity means
and that’s a great place to go. The whole systematic piece is
that the challenge is not just with one solution the part that
you really have to focus on is recognizing that you are
going to mess up. Dani Asked earlier with how you could
all be better allies- some of you think that’s stamping a
sticker on your chest and it’s important to take action. Ally
is accomplice to the gay agenda.
p. Giles: I’ve noticed that people are lesbian or gay that are more
mainstream- people who are for gay rights but not the rights of
transgender- how do you approach that and how could we do a
better?
i. Trevor: I think reminding them that the LGBTQ+
community is much bigger, for people like that I think they
don’t really know their history then or come out as
condescending, the LGBT+ community was the fight for
gay rights was started by trans people of color. Also not
knowing that’s the history, knowing that this was not just
about marriage- let them know in some states that you can
get married and it’s not just one policy or one procedure
but there are so many other issue that impact people’s
identities.
Q: Kallis: What is one thing that you want to see done by this body
as soon as possible?
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i. Q- I think it would be wonderful, I know a lot of you
represent dif. Orgs or bodies but I think it would be great to
go to an ally training before assuming position
ii. Mason: Don’t cut diversity orgs budgets.
iii. Katie: You all represent LGBTQ+ people within
your communities so remembering that.
iv. Trevor: When you have issues, comments concerns,
contact Will or myself, please do not go to the students to
be the sources of information that is my job.
v. Katie: I’m looking up the next Ally Training date- End
of April- we make posters and Dani can let you know.
April 19- 12:30- 2 pm Wednesday afternoon 3315centennial - whenever you want an Ally workshop done
just let me know, we have had halls bring us in
VI.

VII.

General Student Body Open Forum
i. Hundt: Thanks for doing the forum tomorrow that’s great. I don’t have any
criticisms but if there could be any sort of map for each floor that would be
great- maybe a smartboard or just a bunch of copies, that would be great. Also
when you say the pledge maybe think about not saying it or not standing or I
don’t know, I just want you to leave out the Under God part in the pledge.
Another thing I learned is that apparently the racquet doesn’t publish
anymore, I don’t know if you had a conversation about this but I don’t think
that’s okay. I think that’s a problem because it’s been in print for 108 years
and we have to keep that in mind and it’s the paper record for the campus, I
don’t believe it could survive just online. If we got a monthly email about the
racquet, so I think there needs to be some kind of discussion at some point and
I don’t think it will survive long in its current works.
Officer Reports
a. President: Jacob Schimmel
i. Schimmel: So amongst a number of things I’ve been working on the
survey we passed last week but the tech issues have been bad but whether
it goes through UC or Senate I’m not sure yet, we tested it last semester
with people but failed with the student body. Before I finalize everything I
wanted to go over the survey with you. I wanted to get everyone’s
feedback- the disclaimer will be the first thing you see, then you will see
the questions- we added what college the students are in, what we
discussed was that the fall break was receptive but the people who were in
the science related fields and professors had some more issues so I figured
it would help Natalie if we were able to see what school they were from.
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I’ll add an undecided option. The class standing was what year in school
and that is based upon the credit load?
1. Lindsey: Could you have a 5th year senior option?
a. Bhatoya: When you look at credit load, anything past 90
is a senior and you could have 200 credits and still be
called a senior.
ii. Schimmel: There were no answers given on the survey for the yes and
no questions do people want an unsure option, I just wanted to get your
reception to that.
1. Roberts: Less ambiguity with this survey is best.
iii. Schimmel: Everything else is the same way you saw it in the
resolution.
1. Garcia: Did we add that it would be school days so that people
don’t confuse weekends?
iv. Schimmel: I went to the JFC hearing on Monday and that was at
Platteville, a number of schools were there and I think it went really well,
just a few highlights- I think what really worked well was having a
combination of individual groups and people to string out our amount of
talking and some people had great testimonies and some groups that you
wouldn’t think would collaborate did and I think that showed cooperation
and I think legislators were sparked by that. I will say that it was awesome
that we had a separation of people and that it was the most talked about
issue of the day. Allocables was the most talked about, In Milwaukee there
was another hearing today and I’m getting more and more optimistic with
the opt out being thrown out of the budget. With that being said I
encourage people to go back to the orgs you are a part of so we can set
that up and that will be April 19th, individuals get 2 minutes and groups
get 5 minutes to speak. Go back to wherever you go try to get people
involved, all the other schools are going to at least one of the hearings.
There is a student reps lobby day on April 10th, I’m trying to get JFC
members this time. Contact me on this, I’ll take people on the leg. Affairs
committee first with me and then after that so please contact me if you
want to come. We’ll leave early in the morning and it would be nice to
have students come. We had student reps this last weekend, it went really
well and we had an award ceremony, it was really beautiful and everyone
loved the campus and said we have the best senate place in the whole
system. We passed a joint resolution against the opt out and then we have
It’s on Us resolution passed. Other than that I am currently working on the
video with James.
a. Given: What were the reps excited about the campus?
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VIII.

IX.

i. Schimmel: I think it was mainly the look of the campus.
b. Vice President: Patrick Brever
i. I just have a couple things, starting this upcoming fall the science and
health are looking for a dean and on that same note, they are looking for a
student who is a pre-health individual is there anyone interested in that?
ii. Lindsey: Are you going to be asking any other students on this campus
to be on this or will it just be student senate?
a. Roberts: We have a long schedule left and would like to finish
our agenda so if you could please wait until the end of the meeting
or speak during the open forum please.
iii. Brever: If you are a committee chair please write up a report and I
would like that by the end of the year.
c. Chief of Staff: Lauren Mason
d. State Affairs Director: Tyler Halloran
e. Local Affairs Director: Madison Wescott
i. Wescott: Schimmel and I are working on getting in contact with the
woman who helps with the page;
f. Inclusivity Director: Karlie Stefan
RHAC Reports
i. Burgess: This Saturday we are having a dance called the black light
party and it’s a dance and we will have t-shirts and glow sticks
ii. Rupert: Battle the bandages is coming up on the 19th-20th we have
prizes to give away if you give blood.
Advisor Reports
i. Dr. Ringgenberg: So like Kevin said tomorrow we have the roundtable
discussion in room 3105 and Patrick will serve as the moderator. I wanted
to update you a little more about the cell phone service in the building we
are looking into putting antennas on the top of this building. We’re
working really hard to figure this out. Literally the word that I got was that
the best solution might be an antenna on the building.
a. Roberts: I wanted to congratulate on getting the beer here and
one of our friends was recently terminated from the COVE, so I
was wondering if you had more information on that.
1. Dr. Ringgenberg: I heard that someone was terminated
but I will be checking into that.
b. Tahiri: Is it just beer here?
i. Dr. Ringgenberg: As of now it’s just beer but hopefully at
some point soon we’ll be doing wine. We are still ordering
furniture for the patios and downstairs so if we could go out
there and hang out.
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X.

XI.

c. Tahiri: In the summer would someone be able to have a beer or
drink outside?
i. Dr. Ringgenber: No
d. Given: There hasn’t been much vegan food at whitney and they
serve a lot of pork and ham and it gets into the salad bar and the
way that things are set up is not good.
i. Dr. Ringgenberg: Next week we are doing the focus
groups but we really need people to come to those and
these are some outside people coming in to listen and you
know I have some frustrations and I’m approaching this
let’s get everyone together and we can talk about it.
e. Rosa: Sometimes I dabble in vegan but am mainly vegetarian,
they advertise the burgers as vegan, vegetarian and one time I was
given a meat patty. Sometimes they do have vegan patties, they
don’t tell you though and I had to explain to someone that it was
meat.
i. Dr. Ringgenberg: I will follow up with that.
g. Kallis: Einsteins changed their bagels since cartwright but they
now have dairy in them and so now I have gotten a very upset
stomach.
i. Dr. Ringgenberg: I don’t know why they would have
changed their recipe so bagels and burgers, I will remember
that.
h. Tashner: So I know a lot of people have been talking about food
hours is there any way to extend them on the weekends?
i. Dr. Ringgenberg: One of my issues is that we might not
be able to open to coffee shop on Sundays. If you all need
anything ever or have a question, feel free to ask.
Committee Reports
i. Tashner: It’s on Us is happening and I met with Matt so yesterday
marketing and special events met and Weston and I are meeting on Friday,
this is senate’s only fundraiser so I would really appreciate if people got
involved.
Organizational Reports
i. Garcia: So you all love hearing about the Green Fund so no one has
applied yet to be the new green fund coordinator.
ii. Rosa: ALANA is having an event on April 22, you have to start getting
your tickets, it’s our biggest event of the year and I think you should all
go. The tickets are $10 I think.
iii. Kallis: Well we had a beautiful panel come in today and we have
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XII.

people. Quick reminder that this week is social justice week, there are a lot
of events and I implore you to go to something I promise whatever you go
to will be good. This weekend we have pride prom- theme is Gays in
Space, the drag show is also coming up and that is on the 29th at 7:00.
iv. Rosa: Is it to late to sign up and you never got back to me if people that
don’t go to UWL could sign up.
a. Kallis: I know Will said that UWL students would get spots first
and about the volunteers we need help making decorations.
Unfinished Business
a. SA1617-044: Resolution Amending Election Commission Bylaws
i. Brever: This is to address the fact that we have had trouble meeting the
requirement for students in the past to the election commission committee.
a. Roberts: Call to question, Second: Garcia
b. Olp: Objection, I think we should unhighlight the portion.
1. Roberts: Call to question, Second: Olp- Amendment
Passed
i. Yes- 100% , No- 0%- PASSED
b. SA1617-045: Resolution Updating Green Fund Bylaws
i. Garcia: So yep we are updating the green fund bylaws and if you apply
for the green fund coordinator you can implement these, I hope all of you
read them but let’s get that done.
ii. Arney: You can put me as a sponsor.
iii. Ames: So SUFAC took time to talk about this week and
there was one section they wanted more clarity that relates to the
projects to promote sustainability, section 4.10 so the concern was
that doesn’t solve the problem that we had with the trees,
something might promote sustainability but might not be
sustainable. The trees still would have been promoting
sustainability, this goes back to the leather jackets- there was a
professor that came and he told a story of how he worked in
government and they had to promote safety and so they bought
leather jackets with the extra money and had “think safely”
embroidered in it.
iv. Roberts: I think if there was a big banner that was $500 that said “be
green” I think that’s sustainable, maybe 20% is a high margin but I think
promoting sustainability is important for the Green Fund to do.
v. Tahiri: We talked about it in SUFAC that promotion is important but we
talked about maybe the percent going from 20-10%
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vi. Giles: I agree with the previous senators, 20% is quite high to promoteI could propose to have a $40,000 light that said be green but that’s a
ridiculous project but right now that would meet the green fund bylaws.
vii. Kallis: I understand the issue is the 20% and you kept throwing
$40,000 but isn’t that more than 20%, my question is- is there anything
that defines sustainability?
a. Tahiri: That’s one of the issues, it is pretty vague with
sustainability and promotion and we don’t want money to be able
to go towards anything.
1. Kallis: Could we possibly put examples of things in the
promotion page? would that make more sense or would it
be more complicated? My issue is that promotion is not
defined.
viii. Floerke: I have a question for any member of SUFAC- so the way I
was thinking about this, wouldn’t it be better to not define promotion and
that it’s up to the discretion of the Green Fund coordinator and then
SUFAC, I just don’t want to limit what the Green Fund does.
a. Giles: SUFAC doesn’t get to decide, senate does but the
problem I have is that some things could weasel by and look like
promotion but could end up being anything. It is a very broad
umbrella term.
b. Floerke: Thank you, I think defining promotion would be great
but don’t be shy to table it.
xi. Garcia: I agree with no putting examples but I understand why people
want them, also I would like to amend the document and make 20% to
10%
a. Motion- Garcia, Second- Roberts
b. Discussion on amendment: Quashnick:
That’s still $10,000 for projects that promote that’s still a lot of money to
no be sustainable. I think that’s still too much and I would prefer for it to
be 5% I’m not going to make that amendment right now but I think the 5%
would be better. We would have important things but I still think $10,000
is too much.
1. Ames: I have concerns with how it will end up with
sustainability, to address the question to the author would this
reduce the speakers fund or is that in a different category?
i. Garcia: The speakers would be included with that. Point of
clarification, these jackets that have “think safe” on the inside of
the jacket are not the same comparison, we are talking about
visible things but printing on the inside of your jacket is a very
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different concept but I think 5% would be too low and that entire
budget would be knocked out by one speaker.
ii. Kallis: Just to say it out loud it says no more than 10% so it
doesn’t have to be used so CALL TO QUESTION (amendments)PASSED unanimous
xiii. Garcia: Can I do an informal poll, how this stands right now would
you approve these? So it looks like that’s not 2/3, if anyone has any
amendments that will help get this through I will yield to you.
Spenser
xiv. Ames: My biggest concern where it says a limited portion , from a
standpoint of using these to approve things it is difficult to do. Of course,
do you feel like you need to vote on this tonight? So if SUFAC doesn’t
vote that means that we don’t meet so our final meeting would be looking
at Green Fund requests.
xiii. Rubert: Call to question, Second: Roberts
a. Floerke: Objection I think it’s important to outline the limited
portion I would like (see article 2 section 4.10)
1. Call to question on highlighted- Floerke
a. Quashnick: Objection, the purpose should not
have a reference to something else
2. Call to question on amendment- Floerke,
Second: Roberts
a. Y-13, N- 9 Amendment Passes
xiv. Floerke: Call to question
a. Ames: The wording needs to be the same in 4.10 when you
reference that and previously we had talked about eliminating the
preservation and- move to strike “and preserve the natural
environment for future generations.” I think this better clarifies
without it- Second: Quashnick
xv. Roberts: We discussed this last week and voted to not do that and I
thought we decided that conserve and preserve was a good definition of
sustainability
xvi. Arney: Part of sustainability is about the future so thinking about that.
a. Ames: I rescind my amendment.
xvii. Quashnick: I just have the one little thing left the defining acting
more sustainably and I don’t know how you would word that.
a. Garcia: We should change it to promote sustainability right
away instead of saying act more and make sustainably into
sustainability- second- Giles
Arney- call to question, Second: hilby (on amendment) – PASSED
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XIII.

xviii. Garcia: Call to question, Second: Kallis
a. Yes- 95% No- 5%
New Business
a. SA1617-046: Resolution Requesting a Comprehensive Review of Feminine
Hygiene Products and Dispensers on Campus
i. Ames: Judy and I got together to talk about this and the dispensers aren’t
functioning properly and we should pass this in support of a review to
happen. They would still have to fix them but that was the goal with this.
ii. Arney: I’ve noticed there are a lot of inconsistencies between the
buildings with feminine hygiene products and I want to make that better
on campus.
ii. Quashnick: So this is asking administration to review it, what would
you do with the review?
a. Arney: I guess we’ll cross that bridge if it comes to it and I have
gone to several buildings and if anyone wants to hear those
numbers I can share them.
b. Quashnick: On the grounds that the University doesn’t review it
what would happen?
1. Ames: I don’t think administration would do that.
c. Hilby: I would like to hear those numbers.
1. Arney: Okay, at Murphy- 0/6 bathrooms have
dispensers, Cowley gave me an open package- 0/4 Wentz0/3 have dispensers, 3/11 bathrooms in the U- to buy a
tampon it costs 50 cents and you can buy them for 500 and
those are just the ones I was able to reach in the hour and a
half I had biut this is a significant issue.
a. Kallis: Pads cost much less than tampons.
1. Arney: The one pad I did get it was open so that’s
not usable.
b. Given: Access financially and access physically aren’t
consistent for everyone
1. Arney: It’s not practical to carry around 10 cents
for every tampon if I need one randomly.
c. Rosa: What kind of brands? Are they the same?
1. Arney: No, some are just cardboard containers
d.Given: I just wanted to reiterate that its super important to
be able to have access to these things.
e. Kallis: Menstration station is in pride center, which is
great. Res halls no not have anything at all on this, and
especially in traditional dorms where the bathrooms are
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public, you should have this make sure it happens there too.
It is very important. I also have concerns about the word
‘haste’. I would like to see a number slapped on that. I
would like to quantify a time that we would like to have a
report by.
x. Ames: I think it’s better to work in tandem with administration rather
than requesting a deadline,
a. Kallis: Have you considered how you will communicate that
with them and who are you specifically talking about with
administration?
1. Brever: I think the Res. Life director but Schimmel and I
would probably bring it to Bob Hetzel
v. Given: I don’t know where the funding is from with the tampons in the
res halls but we could talk to them?
vi. Garcia: Some do have dental dams like in the basement of hutch.
vii. Kallis: Accessibility of pads and tampons is essential.
viii. Quashnick: Did you walk around and put your own money in that?
a. Arney: I did.
xi. Hilby: I think this would be a great thing to pair with Kate Ebbert on
and being able to afford it might be a student missing a class or something
because they don’t have 50 cents.
x. Given: How would that work in Eagle and Reuter with the bathrooms in
the suites?
a. Arney: I’ll yield to Jacob on this but it could be similar to how
toilet paper is handled in eagle.
b. Schimmel: I think the ultimate goal is for it to be free, one
scenario is possibly having an electronic way where it’s only 5
cents or where you can swipe for them.
c. Roberts: We know this is an issue and it just needs to be talked
about more often and I would like to end discussion – SecondGunaratnam
xi. Arney: I haven’t seen any of the men in the room talk about this issue
but imagine if you leave class or leave campus because they do not have
proper feminine products, so I would like to see more advocacy from the
men in this room but yeah.
a. Arney- Close discussion,
1. Ames: Objection- this would be great if you took to any
orgs you attend because that sends a strong message to
administration. Close discussion- second- Floerke
b. SA1617-047: Resolution Allocating Student Organizations Money
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i. Olp: This is coming from the orgs committee and CAB has written a
letter, there is $1100 in the copyright fund and $4000 would be allocated
to CAB and there is a chance to allocate more later.
a. Quashnick: Is this time sensitive?
1. Olp: Sooner rather than later would be better
b. Roberts: I was just wondering if there is a group that would be
in need of that money
1. Olp: The copyright fund is 1100 and a couple of the orgs
forfeited their grants and we can’t reallocate that because it
has to be spent by April 1st so it’s a use it or lose it type of
thing.
c. Ames: So I’m a little confused with the wording, in SUFAC that
was a different number.
ii. Dr. Larry: It’s $2900 and $1100 and the orgs committee could give up
to $5000 at one point but right now $4000.
iii. Rosa: Move to close discussion, Second: Tashner
a. Rubert: Objection, with the movies and the attendance is this
necessary?
1. Olp: To the best of my knowledge I think they have been
doing really well with the movies.
2. Dr. Larry: We signed a film contract back in September
and cab did cut some programs already to help alleviate.
b. Brever: If you think it would be helpful I can invite cab to come
in, I can do that.
1. Move to close discussion- Tashner, Second- Garcia
XIV. Discussion
i. Brever: I wanted to show you all these pictures because we will be
putting a booth in this area so I’ll go through and show you those. Do
folks have any preferences?
ii. Dr. Larry: Our campus people came up with these ideas, is this
something you want? I went back to the architect and asked if that’s what
she had in mind and she wasn’t in the office today but part of my question
is that this provides multiple people options, we could have one large
booth, a destination booth is a booth people want to sit at so I’m just
looking for some general ideas and use it for something that we don’t
have.
a. Given: I feel as though people wouldn’t want to sit next to each
other so I think spreading it out would be great so I really like the
idea with the big booth because then a group of people could go
there instead of isolating people.
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b. Arney: I think the more tables the better. It’s hard to find a spot
so the more tables the better, a big booth would be cool but it
wouldn’t accommodate a lot of people.
c. Kallis: If you’ve noticed in the entertainment café people take
big booths all to themselves and people don’t want to sit next to
each other, I don’t think a booth would work well in this place, it
happens even at the 4 person tables so I think if we leave it that
would be better.
d. Garcia: My concerns were just said but the biggest tables are
taken by the smallest groups.
e. Tashner: I personally like the booth.
f. Roberts: I think that there could be signage that said
please refrain from groups smaller than 3 or 4
g. Given: Could we switch it out to have a fish tank or an art
exhibit of some sort?
a. Brever: I will share this send this out to all of you
tomorrow.
ii. Rosa: Could we get some art in here that’s not people and especially in
the COVE it’s just really awful and me personally I enjoy looking at
artwork but that’s just a thought.
a. Dr. Ringgenberg: Cultural Affairs is working on it and we are
trying to get a diverse range of pictures.
iv. Tahiri: Forgive me because this should have been brought up in
committee reports with their financial dilemma- option 1, option 2- cab
pays back half with good merit and showing signs of improvement with
finances, option 3- would be they pay us back fully. Could I just get a
hand vote?
a. Brever: This has happened to CAB before but they were paying
senate back for half and then they waived it- the racquet, athletics,
a number of organizations- sometimes SUFAC asks for it back and
other times they do not.
v. Tahiri: informal poll
vi. Kallis: We have pieces in the PC that we are waiting to hang up
but that is about to be decorated and I know other members of the orgs but we did
talk in DOC about it and they will get back to me.
vii. Garcia: On a positive art note I’m glad the mural was moved from
cartwright into the basement.
XV. Announcements
i. Olp: If you find yourself by the U or the clock tower buy a ticket so you
can go to the dog days at the end of April.
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ii. Roberts: I think we should give a round of applause to our VP who is
now on city council.
iii. Brever: The racquet reporter wanted me to say that Feminism Fest is
coming up 2120 in the U on April 11th.
XVI. Adjournment
i. Motion: Garcia, Second: Arney
a. 8:57 pm
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